Human stomach-specific gene, CA11, is down-regulated in gastric cancer.
To reveal the implication in gastric cancer pathogenesis of the novel human gene referred to as CA11, which was recently isolated by a differential display technique using normal gastric mucosa and gastric cancer tissue, we examined CA11 expression in 50 primary gastric cancers and also introduced the CA11 gene into gastric cancer cells. RNA dot blot analysis against various human organs and developmental stages demonstrated that CA11 was intensively expressed especially in normal stomach tissue. Northern blot analysis showed that expression of the CA11 gene in cancer tissue was down-regulated compared with normal tissue. Semi-quantitative RT-PCR also demonstrated that CA11 gene expression was decreased in 41 out of 50 (82%) of the gastric cancer tissues, when compared with normal stomach tissues, while no relationship was found between CA11 expression and various clinicopathological characteristics including histological type, depth of invasion, lymph node metastasis, and clinical stage. Immunohistochemical analysis with anti CA11 antibody showed that CA11-positive staining was observed in the surface regions of normal gastric epithelium, but was found faintly or not at all in cancer tissues. CA11 transfected MKN28 cells also displayed a marked decrease in the number of colony formations when compared to double normal controls. These findings suggest that the loss of CA11 expression in gastric tissues may play an important role in gastric carcinogenesis.